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Foreword:

As ‘people people’ the Learning & 
Development skill set is honed and valued 
in-person and in the development and 
delivery of Learning Experiences.

That said, our inability to demonstrate 
the efficacy of our solutions has been 

Why now for Data 
and Analytics in 
L&D?

the Achilles Heel of the profession for 
too long. Every now and again I see yet 
another dubious formula to calculate the 
elusive ROI of a Learning intervention that 
requires no understanding of the context 
in which it’s delivered and to where their 
learners are expected to transfer their 
learning.

But data and analytics need not be 
unattainable and it can be our friend. In the 
same way as Economics can help explain 
the behaviour of individuals, groups and 
organisations, so can data in the context of 
L&D.

In this ebook, we will demystify data and 
analytics and show you how it is not just 
attainable today but how it can transform 
your practice and show your stakeholders 
that what you’re doing is having a positive 
impact on the metrics that matter to them.
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Learning & Development professionals have known for quite some time that data 
and analytics is an emerging, and potentially disruptive, trend that requires their 
attention. But for many, it seems unattainable from where they are.

https://www.economicsonline.co.uk/Competitive_markets/What_is_economics.html#:~:text=Economics%20is%20the%20scientific%20study,of%20individuals%2C%20groups%20and%20organisations.
https://www.economicsonline.co.uk/Competitive_markets/What_is_economics.html#:~:text=Economics%20is%20the%20scientific%20study,of%20individuals%2C%20groups%20and%20organisations.
https://www.economicsonline.co.uk/Competitive_markets/What_is_economics.html#:~:text=Economics%20is%20the%20scientific%20study,of%20individuals%2C%20groups%20and%20organisations.


But evaluation models, such as Kirkpatrick, 
seek to demonstrate the value of a Learning 
Experience and transfer of what’s delivered, 
regardless of the actual performance or 
development need of any given individual 
or cohort. It’s all about validation of the 
intervention and not enough about the KPIs of 
the individual, their team and, ultimately, the 
organisation. In this respect, L&D has operated 
parallel to the organisation and its people and 
not integrated within it.

L&D’s obsession with Learning evaluation 
masks a deficiency in our approaches for 
which data is the answer.

When we look at how Digital has 
matured in Marketing we 
can see that Marketers 
have matured from ‘spray 
and pray’ approaches to 
seeking to understand 
more data at the 
outset before getting 

involved. This is also where L&D needs to 
mature from spraying and praying (including 
‘sheep-dipping’) with ‘learning solutions’ 
to developing targeted and personalised 
‘performance solutions’. After all, no-one is ever 
rewarded in organisations for what they’ve 
learned or what they know. 

Introduction:

Why evaluation 
is no longer 
enough
L&D professionals are no strangers to data and our 
pursuit of metrics to validate our interventions and 
products show a thirst for ‘proof’.

People are rewarded within 
their organisation for what they 
do and how they do it.
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Spray and Pray 
Marketing - an approach 
that is prevalent in L&D 

Too many L&D projects are initiated based upon limited observations, accepting 
stakeholder training requests or because they are deemed ‘best practice’.

The problem with each and any of these is that they 
are often initiated without enough examination to 
show - or challenge - that there is an actual problem 
that needs solving and understanding it enough that 
it can be resolved. 

With any of these examples, and after an intervention 
has been procured, designed and delivered, L&D will 
be left to wonder if the intended impact was made 
and whether it was worth the investment at all. We 
know this! But the allure of getting going 
and developing a ‘solution’ is so strong. 

From ‘Spray and Pray’ to 
solving real problems?

Continued >
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The idea of spray and pray  
marketing is to send 

advertisements, or other forms of 
marketing communications, out to 
as many people as possible (spray), 
and hope that it motivates some of 
them to buy their product or show 
interest in their service (pray) – 
without setting up metrics, such 
as conversion tracking, to measure 
campaign success and ROI.

This is the approach L&D take when we launch 
learning tech platforms and huge content 
libraries across our organisation, thinking that 
with the sheer number of pieces of content some 
of it must be relevant. This approach is costly and 
ineffective and yet it’s a hard habit to break for 
many as we rip and replace one system and suite 
for another, hoping that the next silver bullet will 
work where the others didn’t. 

This “if we build it they will come” approach is 
still prevalent in L&D despite continually failing 
to deliver sustained engagement or meaningful 
results.

www.launch-marketing.com

https://www.launch-marketing.com/why-b2b-marketers-should-stop-relying-on-spray-and-pray-marketing/#:~:text=The%20idea%20of%20spray%20and,such%20as%20conversion%20tracking%2C%20to


Common requests, observations, and best practices 
that are too often not analysed sufficiently prior to 
solutions being developed and what to do instead to 
ensure efforts equate to results.

Continued >

All our managers need a ‘fundamentals of 
management’ training programme. 
A very common request from those above manager level, framed 
around a perceived deficiency in one or two defined areas. What are 
these managers measured on that they are not attaining? Results, 
errors, productivity of teams, engagement, sickness levels across 
departments? What are the metrics that are being overlooked in 
preference for a catch-all training course?

All staff need to go through  
Unconscious Bias training. 
A topical and common request, usually borne from an anxiety from 
leadership or specific cases. What are the grounds for this anxiety? 
Who are we most anxious about being culpable? What specific 
cases have been highlighted? Who specifically is at risk? What are 
they expected to do and achieve and where do the specific risks lie?

All our managers need to be coaches.
This is such common ‘best-practice’ that a large number of 
organisations and HR teams have tried to incorporate it with 
different levels of success. What are managers expected to achieve 
that they are not achieving? What crucial KPIs are they missing? 
What information is there to demonstrate that coaching (over  
any other intervention) will help to address this?

One way to resist this allure is to take any of these (limited observations, 
stakeholder training requests or the need for ‘best practice’) as an 
assumption. If it is assumed that an observation applies to a whole group 
of people or a stakeholder request is applicable at all - or whether the 
best practice approach will help address a real problem, then the next 
step would be to seek evidence. What would you see if the assumptions 
were true? What would you see if the assumptions were false? 

Continued >
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Continued >

Understanding whether there is a problem at all is possibly the most important 
step in this whole process. If there does seem to be a problem, according to 
the data, then understanding how this point was reached can be just as useful. 
Collecting data for the last 6-12 months can help us to understand how long the 
problem has existed; whether things have been declining for the last 6 months; or 
whether results have recently fallen off the edge of a cliff.

We’ll know this from Business and / or 
Management Information, from the CRM or 
from the HR Systems. It’s a good idea to find out 
who has access to this data in your organisation 
and ask them for their help in backing-up or 
challenging those assumptions over the last 
6-12 months. This can give us a good basis with 
which to influence stakeholders and work on 
the real problems - as well as the employees 
encountering these problems that we wish to 
influence - based on the data we’re seeing.

This is particularly useful if we have a 
stakeholder who wants to see real change but 
who has asked for a training solution that we 
know will not address the real problems. By 
showing them the data and the trend over time, 
we can discuss actualities and move beyond 
assumptions. 

This isn’t the whole picture, as the data will need 
to be understood from those who are accountable 
for the work and the results, but it moves the 
conversation towards what needs to happen 
differently rather than what content needs to be 
delivered.

We also then have our ground-zero. The point from 
which we need to see improvement in performance 
or results. Any change from here can be an indicator 
that our intervention is having a positive effect - or 
not, whilst acknowledging that there may be other 
factors that influence a change. The common 
example is the Sales Training that is linked to an 
increase in sales numbers. But at the same time 
there is a 50% price reduction. Being aware of all 
factors that may impact L&D initiatives demonstrates 
commercial awareness and a strategic acumen our 
stakeholders will appreciate. 

         We have a tendency to look at data as a retrospective, looking 
back. Did we make an impact or not? We’re used to this Summative 
Evaluation. We get to the end of a pilot, we get to the end of a Leadership 
Development programme and we do our Summative Evaluation. But the 
way we can really leverage data is formative. It’s as we go, it’s 
ongoing, so that we can influence the outcomes and the results.

Trish Uhl, The Learning & Development Podcast

Formative vs Summative Data
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Who’s involved? 
Who are we 
seeking to 
influence? 
What are 
their KPIs? 

This is the evidence on top of the data to ensure it’s 
interpreted accurately before any intervention is decided 
upon or invested in. Continued >

Who we are seeking to influence is as 
important as understanding the data. 

Too many L&D interventions are top-down initiatives for large unspecified groups of employees 
to attend or complete. But having recognised in our data that there is a critical point of failure 
- within a department, team or cohort of peers - it’s important to know who is accountable for 
the performance (the way the work is done) and the results (KPIs) and to work with them to 
understand their experience and their blockers to achieving what they are expected to. 

This doesn’t need to be exhaustive but at the very least we’ll be opening the door to a 
meaningful conversation about what’s important to them and the context in which they are 
expected to perform. We can find out from them:

• What are their KPIs?

• Who are their ‘customers’?

•  What are they expected to do 
(and achieve) that they’re not able 
to do efficiently?

• What are the expected changes?

•  What would happen if nothing 
changed?
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Experimentation and Iteration 
L&D have traditionally made big bets for little reward. 
Whether it be programmes, systems or suites of content. 
These are expensive and often time consuming to  
procure, design, schedule and deliver. 

We have high hopes of their impact but because of the limited 
exposure that employees have of these, they make little impact 
to performance and results and so we rely on unintended 
consequences to justify the commitment and investment.

However, there is another way. A way that is less 
expensive, less time-consuming, less risky, and laser-
focused on performance and results.

An experiment with those we seek to influence 
can take the form of a commitment to try 
something different, without an educational 
element. It could be a new process-flow to 
follow, again, with no educational element. It 
could be a checklist, a cheat sheet, a how-to 
screen-recording.

Continued >

With the answers and insights gained in 
our initial explorations (above) we can 
create digital resources that efficiently 
share information, know-how and insights 
in the most appropriate format, whether 
that be brief descriptions in text, checklists, 
process-flows, screen-recordings with 
voice-over or local experts explaining what 
works for them on video. 

Resources that speak directly to the 
challenges being faced can get people 
from ‘not-knowing’ to ‘doing’ and 
‘achieving results’ in the shortest possible 
time.

To know whether these resources make a 
difference, we can run a small experiment 
with a minimum number of resources to 
see if they begin to make the required 
impact.

When we’re solving 
defined problems for 

distinct groups of people, 
solutions are much more 
likely to be lighter than 

if we’re solving assumed 
problems for undefined 
problems and indistinct 

cohorts.

Continued >
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With an experiment, we surface the 
resources for those who are responsible 
for performing and we iterate based on 
their insights in relation to the usefulness 
and efficacy of our intervention. We 
should experiment with the comms and 
tools we share to ensure we’re landing 
our interventions as close to the point of 
need as is possible and giving us the best 
chance of success.

Building in a mechanism for collecting 
ongoing user-insights can allow us to gain 
real-time feedback on the usefulness and 
effectiveness of our solution in relation to 
its purpose.

With smarter technology tools, such as 
Looop, we can even create campaigns 
that guide and support employees to do 
what’s expected and required to deliver 
results, in the context of their roles and 
the organisation. By integrating with HR 
systems too, we can automate this entire 
digital experience and just keep an eye 
on the data to ensure we’re 
reaching people when they 
need us; that 
we continue 

to make the required difference; and 
harvest real-time insights into what else 
is required to maintain performance and 
results.

Using techniques that our colleagues 
in Digital Marketing have been using 
for years can have a profound effect on 
how we engage with employees. By 
tracking open rates and click-throughs 
on communications we can understand 
and respond to what people both want 
and need, responding in real time to 
campaigns and iterating. Again, this is 
much more effective than the ‘spray and 
pray’ approach to communications. 

We should expect our learning 
technology platforms to give us 
consumer-grade data and insights that 
Google Analytics has been providing for 
years to understand how our colleagues 
interact with our platforms so we can 
better serve them by understanding and 
adapting to their needs. 

Continued >
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Data from Practice
In Learning & Development we value the opportunity for people to 
practice and to demonstrate competence and this is yet another 
setting for data to help us achieve more - and more often.

Sales leaders can set their team members a video challenge to sell the latest 
product and set up the technology to recognise the expected pace, tone and key 

phrases - as well as the absence of these. The team members will 
respond by video and will be instantly rated in accordance 
with the objective criteria. The Sales leader can also 
observe the response and provide feedback, not only on 

the entire response, but to specific elements that can 
be easily related to instances in the recording.

Traditionally, we’ve designed and set 
exercises for programme attendees to 
practice and give feedback to each other. 
Whilst useful, the observers leniency and 
unfamiliarity with the techniques mean 
that feedback is not always as useful 
as it could be. So providing real-time 
objective feedback and suggestions for 
improvement can be hugely beneficial 
both to the individual and the organisation.

Tools today allow L&D to set parameters 
around the delivery of a message and an 
interaction and have participants respond 
to real scenarios that reflect the challenges 
they face in their role and they - as well as 
the organisation - can receive instant data 
back in relation to their performance.

This means that the individual will know where 
to focus their development and the organisation 
can relate results to competence and know 
where there’s more work to be done.



Sharing insights 
and progress with 
stakeholders 
It’s one thing to run an experiment and quite 
another to track progress in a way that is easily 
understandable and shareable. 
Dashboards are prevalent in Digital Marketing and these 
ensure that all efforts, activities and products are aligned to 
KPIs and that correlations can be made between actions and 
outcomes. 

This should also be the case in L&D.

Dashboards can easily be created that link performance metrics 
to L&D efforts. Experiments that we run can show that we’re on the 
right path and moving the needle in the right direction. If this is the 
case then we can also do more of the right things - and less of the things 
that don’t make an impact.

The right smart technology solution can help to guide and automate 
all of the approaches laid out in this ebook and have technology do the 
hard work for you so you can be doing more high-value activities that 
make a meaningful difference to your organisation and every employee.
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Summary

For L&D professionals who are ready to get more involved in the data side 
of our profession, it’s not necessary to wait until you have the right tech, 
it just requires a readiness to accept that assumptions need to be tested 
and that we need to make friends with those with access to Business 
Information, Management Data and People Analytics. Once we forge 
those friendships we’ll find allies who also want to make a demonstrable 
difference and ways of making data more widely accessible.

Once you’re down the path of experimenting, you will then want 
smarter tech to do more of the heavy-lifting for you but that may 
be for another day.

In the meantime, enjoy having conversations with stakeholders 
about what really matters and the feeling of knowing you’re making 
a meaningful, quantifiable difference and that you’ll be a modern 
L&D professional with greater currency 
in the market. After all, this is not just 
where L&D is going but where much of 
business already is.

Find out how to leverage smart technology to align your L&D to 
demonstrable results with data and analytics through Looop.

Data and analytics is now a core competency for 
L&D and can help us to quantify and communicate 
our value well beyond programme evaluation and 
engagement metrics.

Interested in bridging the gap between what 
the business needs and what L&D does? 

Learn more at www.looop.co or contact Looop today
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https://www.looop.co/schedule-a-demo/


About Looop
Looop is an award winning LMS, renowned for delivering a frictionless 
user experience. Looop works with many of the most progressive 
companies in the world to help them use automation and marketing 
smarts to eliminate admin and automate digital learning journeys that 
affect performance and deliver business results. 

Learn more at www.looop.co 
or contact Looop today

Learning that drives performance.

https://www.looop.co/schedule-a-demo/

